Your Support at Work
A Special Progress Report

Life is hard for the world’s poor:
 8.5% of Haitians live below the poverty line and just
5
60.5% of people above the age of 15 can read and write.
The 81 million people in the Democratic Republic of
Congo have a daily per capita income of just over $2.
Water for nearly half the population comes from unsafe
sources, such as rivers, lakes or unprotected wells.
90% of Afghans are financially excluded. Afghanistan
suffers the world’s highest rate of infant mortality,
at 112.8 deaths per 1,000 live births.

But there is hope:
FINCA-funded businesses in Azerbaijan, Georgia, Malawi,
Pakistan, Tanzania and Zambia create 2.2 jobs per enterprise.
Worldwide, 3.5 million children of FINCA clients are
getting an education
Women are the primary earners in more than 43% of
FINCA client households in Africa and Latin America.
80% of FINCA clients believe they will achieve all of
their business and personal aspirations.
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You are creating
livelihoods
Millions of poor women and men around the world lack access to financial
services. These are hardworking people who just want the opportunity to
work and provide for their families in safe, healthy communities. Having
access to small loans, secure no-cost savings accounts, mobile banking, and
financial education helps them cope and create their own opportunities.
Your support has made it possible for nearly two million poor women and
men to receive responsible financial products and services that promote
economic and social well-being. When you consider their families, FINCA
has touched the lives of more than ten million people this year.
In Honduras, where 65% of people live in poverty, you are changing life
for Ana Osorio and her children. Thanks to her hard work and FINCA loans,
Ana has quadrupled profits from her cheese business. Like so many FINCA
clients, Ana was inspired by a dream of owning her own business—a
business that can sustain her family and build a legacy for her children.
Ana and her children are just one of over 40,000 FINCA families in Honduras
benefiting from your support. Our clients around the world share Ana’s
vision, and because of your help, we can provide them with the capital
and support they need to build their own livelihoods.

Over 600,000 women

empowered with financial access
in 2016, thanks to your support.

FINCA Guatemala’s Flor de Durazno (Peach Blossom) Village Bank. Photo by Dawn Deeks.

You are brightening the lives of families
whose light ends at sunset
You are bringing access to necessary, affordable and quality solar energy
to poor families in Uganda, where 83 percent of families live off the grid.
Over the last two years, FINCA distributed over 13,000 solar lamps through
local agents, brightening the lives of over 75,000 children and adults. As a
result, businesses can stay open later, and children can do their homework
after dark. Using a kerosene lantern can cost 500 Ugandan shillings or
more a day, but “sunshine is free,” says Richard Ndahiro, Country Director
of BrightLife. And kerosene lanterns cause deadly fires and lead to three
million deaths worldwide from smoke inhalation.
Walakira Grace and her family love the solar lamps for reading, doing
homework, preparing meals, and family gatherings. “Because I do not
buy sunshine, there isn’t any cost that I incur,” Walakira says.
We also have efficient cookstoves that boil water and cook food faster,
while using 50% less wood and cutting harmful smoke by 90%. Richard
calls the cookstoves “cheaper, healthier and smarter.”
With donor support and based on our success thus far in Uganda, in
2017 we hope to train more local agents and reach at least 75,000 more
people, building trust, educating and empowering our customers.

57% of BrightLife clients

reported improved
respiratory health.

Walakira Grace and her children doing their homework with BrightLife solar lighting. Photo by Mathew Figler.

You are reaching the unbanked
through technology
Two billion people worldwide lack access to financial services. Lack of
financial access is particularly acute for the rural poor and smallholder
farmers who live far from bank branches and lack regular income
streams. The unbanked must rely on cash-only transactions and often
keep their savings in cash, so they are vulnerable to crime, loss and
fraud. Your support for financial inclusion is giving thousands of the
unbanked a chance for a brighter future.
Many people are unbanked because they lack identification cards and
credit histories. But now, thanks to our investment in new technology,
FINCA clients can use their fingerprints to open and access their
accounts, make payments and more.
Other innovations, such as mobile and agency banking, make it easier
for people in remote areas to open their very first bank account and
deposit or withdraw money.
In Malawi, Emily Kumpini Konyani used her first FINCA loan to start a
new business selling bananas. Now, she and her husband can afford
tuition for their three children and Emily can dream of buying a house.

Farmers in Malawi offered savings
accounts invested 13.3% more
in their farms and saw yields

21.4% higher in
the next harvest.

FINCA client Beatrice Normil banking on her mobile phone. Photo by Dawn Deeks.

We want to thank you for having the wisdom to believe that
providing a hand up to poor women and men is more powerful
than a handout. Thank you also for having faith in FINCA to
make sure your generosity serves the world’s poorest so they
can begin to experience the freedom of having control over
their lives.

On the cover: In a tiny shack made with tin slates and bottle caps,
Michelle St. Anne spends her days tending to her grocery and snack
shop, in the quiet hills of Carrefour, Haiti. While the area suffered little
damage during the recent hurricane, an outbreak of cholera is feared.
Michelle longed for extra funds to keep her small store stocked, but
did not know where to turn. She heard about FINCA’s small loans from
her neighbors, who invited her to join their Village Bank group. With
her first loan in early 2015, Michelle was able to restock her store with
different grocery items. With extra income in her pocket, Michelle has
helped with family expenses. And she has helped her community too.
Thanks to a second loan, and to your support, Michelle built a well
near her home, where there is little clean and safe water to drink. She
sells the clean water to her neighbors, who no longer have to travel
far for a glass of safe water.
Photo by Dawn Deeks.
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